Fiber-needle swept-source optical coherence tomography system for the identification of the epidural space in piglets.
Epidural needle insertion is traditionally a blind technique whose success depends on the experience of the operator. The authors describe a novel method using a fiber-needle-based swept-source optical coherence tomography (SSOCT) to identify epidural space. An optical fiber probe was placed into a hollow 18-gauge Tuohy needle. It was then inserted by an experienced anesthesiologist to continuously construct a series of two-dimensional SSOCT images by mechanically rotating the optical probe. To quantify this observation, both the average SSOCT signal intensities and their diagnostic potentials were assessed. The insertions were performed three times into both the lumbar and thoracic regions of five pigs using a paramedian approach. A side-looking SSOCT is constructed to create a visual image of the underlying structures. The image criteria for the identification of the epidural space from the outside region were generated by the analysis of a training set (n = 100) of ex vivo data. The SSOCT image criteria for in vivo epidural space identification are high sensitivity (0.867 to 0.965) and high specificity (0.838 to 0.935). The mean value of the average signal intensities exhibits statistically significant differences (P < 0.01) and a high discriminatory capacity (area under curve = 0.88) between the epidural space and the outside tissues. This is the first study to introduce a SSOCT fiber probe embedded in a standard epidural needle. The authors anticipate that this technique will reduce the occurrence of failed epidural blocks and other complications such as dural punctures.